Abstract: In the era In the era of LPG, no option is left for India but to adopt globalisation which
Introduction
The world has become a small village, thanks to the rapid means of transportation and telecommunications. Satellite transmission has widened the geographical markets. The countries have become interdependent in terms of technology, capital, purchases and sales. Global companies buy from the cheapest markets and sell where they can get maximum prices i.e. globalization calls for reduction of costs, improvement of quality, expansion of markets and diversification into new areas and market. Indian companies use not only imported components but are also selling their finished products to market abroad. To take advantage of global markets, Indian companies are making strategic alliances with foreign companies. The most successful companies will rely more and more on global integration and networking. When business exceeds the local focus, the management began to recognise the global focus. Thus, business now becomes global orientation. It is brought by--The global has shrieked and become one due to best means of communication.
-There is no problem of sound and vision throughout the globe due to television, Video, and telecommunication. -Advanced technology caters to the global market. Global brands, their production, finance and location are all now globalize. -Now, companies have developed global attitude in business.
In the present century, transition to the global society took place due to increasing science and technology. Thus, all aspect of our life on this planet is changing into a process of globalization through constant change. Now, no individual can monopolize in economics, commerce, and trade and in industry decisions. Economics and commerce are far exceeding and transcending national barriers as they are rapidly becoming global. The environment has also become global. E.g. Attention of ozone layer or deforestation or pollution is now having become on global dimensions.
The communication is the most important thing today. Information and Technology, internet interaction, e-mail, satellite technology and breaking of the space barrier are the main sources of globalisation. Now millions of people throughout the world can concentrate their attention on one single event (T.V./Video) at a single moment of time, making us global citizens. A new kind of civilization is developing throughout the world. The competition now is no longer remained in the national market but it has become global. Example -USA monopoly in automobile market has decreased as the production facilities in other countries are relatively cheaper. In present era, most of the radical changes are brought about by globalization.
A company first starts its international business by exporting then by subsidiaries abroad. After becoming an International company it can then turn into a multinational company before finally becoming a global one.Most thinkers consider globalisation as international as multinational or translational. Levitt called it as "Globalization of market". Though globalization of business may include all of those but it is matter of these.
Globalization of business is a state of mind viewing ones business in a global perspective. It requires global outlook, globally viable technology and maintaining global quality standards so that it can offer the products and services satisfying the customers" needs in a global environment. Further, it should maintain global quality standards, global corporate identity and a global business culture. Thus, globalization requires an integration of various countries with different economic systems with each other.
The World Trade agreements and formation of economic block have provided ample scope for the companies to operate throughout the world. Globalization of business has a world-wide approach as the entire world is viewed as one entity, one people and one market. The recent trend all over the globe reveal a move for privatization backed by environmental complexities, large scale operation, dynamic technological development, operation of market forces, homogeneity in demand and supply have encouraged globalization. Thus, a global business and market philosophy has been fast emerging. Most countries are trying to integrate themselves with the global business relaxing control and regulatory measures and privatization introduced in a big way. India, too, is also following it not only to keep herself integrated with the rest of the world but also to maintain economic viability of business organization.
II.

Review Of Literature
An attempt has been made to review some of the available studies.
Dr. S. Gyaneswar Singh(2008) attempt to draw a road map for a policy of Education to be provided for the younger generation for Human Resource Development in the context of Look East Policy with special reference to Manipur so as to enable them to gain the benefit out of it. Yambem Imo Singh (2011) identify land routes as the only major means of transport with marginal presence of water transport in the relatively small rivers, and the nature of economic activities supported by surface transport.
A.K. Neog (2009) emphasised that economic development is basically a function of work and resultant output. Capacity to do work depends on application of electrical energy.
HanjabamIshworchandra Sharma (2008) 
III.
Needs Of The Study
With the increasing concern of widening of inter-state disparities and lack of development, it is highly imperative to assess the effects of globalization on North East India-a relatively uncharted region of the countryas fifteen years is long enough to give some clear pictures. With this objective, the present study attempts to locate the clues of the following quarries; has the region been able to gain from the benefits of globalization? What are the major issues and challenges confronting or likely to confront in the coming years? What are the unexplored opportunities that can be harnessed? This would require examining the prevalent scenario of the region in the pre and post globalization period.
IV.
Statement Of The Problem
The political and economic changes in the recent socialist and communist countries together with liberalization of multilateral trade and investment have compelled to adopt globalization of business. Now a day, companies are becoming more globalize in their production, marketing and other functions. For example Toyota, Japan second largest automobile company in the world has it"s more than two third of business doing outside Japan. Thus, a global corporation considers the entire world as a single market.
V.
Objective Of The Study
The present study has been conceived to analyse the economic potential of the Region in the context of India"s growing commercial relation with ASEAN. It has the following specific objectives: i. To explore the ASEAN market for existing product from North-Eastern states of India; ii. To identify potential products which require value addition to export for ASEAN market;
iii. To examine availability of connectivity and infrastructure -air, surface and sea, IT based, availability of trans-border network and other logistics service including trade facilitation measures. (iv) To identify existing constraints and bottlenecks for trade-led development in the region .
VI.
Hypothesis Of The Study
Globalisation does not distinguish between domestic and foreign markets but considers only one global market.
VII.
Research Methodology
The data collection comprises of primary data collection, secondary data collection and informal discussions. The data for the study are collected through personal interview, discussion with different persons concerned; related journals & books and "The Imphal Free Press &Sangai Express (Manipur English Daily newspaper) etc. are chosen for the purpose of the present study. The type of sample used for the selection of respondents is the Multi -stage sampling.
VIII.
Results And Discussion
Due to restrictive economic policies, North East India"s economic integration globally was very low. Most of the firms were confined only to the home market. Thus foreign investment was negligible. The new economic policy in 1991 due to globalization saw the North East Indian firms expanding their business globally using different strategies such as Look East Policy, Liberalization, Privatization, Globalization etc. The key outputs expected from the study are: (i) To enhance the Region"s capacity to evolve appropriate policy framework for the regional development especially for industrial development with an eye on ASEAN markets; (ii) To highlight the need for instituting infrastructure network and capacity building measure and also enlighten policy-makers in the region for creating enabling environments for export market from the Region (iii) To identify potential areas for future investment and product development based on regional comparative advantage IX.
Finding Of The Study
Raw materials, components, machinery, technology and finance etc. are obtained from the cheapest source from any part of the world. Further product development and production planning are considered on the basis of global market. The manifest global orientation of organizational structure and management culture,more and more companies are adopting such a global strategic orientation. A company has to pass through various stages before it adopts globalization. Challenges and impact of GlobalizationChallenges to be faced by the business world in North east India and abroad i.e., global economy: -The challenges of survival due to fast changing technology. -Consumerism for new products, new services. -Concern for total quality control and cost effectiveness. -Internationalization of social costs due to industrialization. -Customer satisfaction and fulfilment of psycho emotional needs of customers. -Employ empowerment.
Globalization has emerged in the realm of business in recent years. It is an important matter in all business conferences all over the world. Now, globalization has attained a very important place in the business environment for example Japan has achieved a spectacular success through their global approach to business. Companies are now trying to establish their corporate identity as corporate citizens. In this century, it has become necessary to adopt corporate strategies to operate in global business environment for all business organizations. Every organization must have a global approach in business whether it is for local or regional or would market. Obstacles--Government policy: It is complex and confusing.
-Cost: High cost of the materials, power, finance, infrastructural facilities etc has made it less competitive globally. -Infrastructure: It is very costly due to insufficient and inadequate methods. It thus retards the growth and makes the firm in competitive. -Poor quality: The North East Indian products are of poor quality in comparison with other countries due to various reasons. -Lack of Experience: Small size and supply problems is a handicap for North East Indian companies. th Plan the union government deserved 816 items of the SSIs and at present it at all there are only a dozen reserved items of produce to the SSIs. This is no doubt is treated as a part of new economic policy but has acted as a carrot and stick policy to the SSIs. Because, (a) the complementarities between SSIs, medium and large industries are suffering from great distress, (b) these are more than one and half lack units unable to Demographic of Northeast India face price competition. They are subject to miner greater pressure in the days of Globalisation. Given the background above, the Government need to analyse the growth of SSIs and make some policy reforms. Globalisation and Industrial scenario of North East IndiaEver since the term "globalization" appeared for the first time in the second half of twentieth century no other word has meant so many different things to different people and has evoked as much emotions. The forces of globalization affect virtually every country in the world. It has opened the door of many new opportunities as well as formidable challenges. All spheres of life-social, political, cultural and economic-have been subjected to both the positive and negative elements of globalization. With all its promises on the overall qualitativeimprovement of life and social harmony, some see it as the saviour of universal peace and prosperity. On the other hand, rising mercury of its negative elements some condemn it as a new kind of chaos. While everyone welcomes the new opportunities that has emerged one cannot simply leave those negative elements unattended. Therefore, the main task now is to analyze, understand and manage globalization doing our best to harness its benefits and keep those negative consequences at bay.
India joined the club of globalized economy in 1991when its economy is under the spell of fiscal and balance of payment crisis which compel her to initiate several structural adjustment programme and economic liberalization. Since then, India"s share to the global economy is getting larger. Today, looking at overall health of the economy and growth performance, India seems to have struck the right note of the globalization string. With its vast natural and human resources and ability to synchronize the speed of change taking place in the international market, many have considered the India"s economy as one of the most resilient economy in the world. Now, the most pertinent question arises in the recent years is; has the benefits of globalization disbursed to all the regions of the Indian union? Certainly the answer is NO.
India"s attempt to tackle the problems of income inequalities has been going on since independence under the centralized planning system. It, however, failed to provide the necessary growth impetus to the poorer states to reduce regional disparities in any meaningful manner in spite of four decades of economic planning. In the post globalization era, considering the size and diversity of the country, shrinking role of government would ultimately be a failure to achieve the set objective. With the opening of economy, states with better infrastructure facilities, better skill labour and work culture, investor friendly environment and more importantly states which can reform themselves in accordance to the need of the market oriented economy have attracted much of the private investment-both national as well as foreign. These states have grown much faster than states which are not,leading to widening disparities. This has posed a great challenge to academicians and policy makers, even though globalization is an uneven process with unequal distribution of benefits and losses, which must ensure the benefits of globalization be distributed to all the regions/states of Indian union.
Secondly, to what extent the high growth rate achieved so far has been translated into development for the well-being of its people? It is all the more necessary to ascertain the magnitude of development because development shouldn"t be seen as mere enhancement of national or personal income as it alone cannot serve the objective of securing the socio-economic equality. High growth rate achieved so far is a big accomplishment as the resources so generated could be utilized for developmental purposes to meet the desired social ends. It would, however, be highly injustice and misleading to interpret economic growth and economic development synonymously, yet a popular cynicism among the political circle in particular, as development covers much wider range and value. In short,achievement of higher growth rate should be reflected in terms of quality of life of the people.
The failure to realize the value of high growth is the main reason for the rejection of "shining India/feel good factor" slogan of the ruling party in 2004 general election. This implies that the higher growth rate achieved so far in the post globalization period could not be translated in terms of improvement in the quality of life of the common people. According to Sen, any reform programme should consist of three R"s-reach, range and a reason-which every responsible individual should analyse, understands and acts accordingly. The values of high growth often depend on what the size, composition and nature of that growth due to the lives and freedoms of the people involved.
Source: Office of the Registrar General of India, 2012 The higher growth rate of NSDP experienced in some of the states is not commensurate with the growth rate of per capita income. The per capita income growth rates of all the states, baring Tripura, falls below the national level in the corresponding period. While Arunachal Pradesh, Assam and Nagaland have worsened, the performance of Manipur, Meghalaya and Tripura seem to be relatively better than the previous decade. The lower growth rate of per capita income experienced may be attributed to high growth rate of population, particularly poorer section of the society. 
X.
Recommendation And Suggestion Of The Finding
XI.
Conclusion
The essence of New Economic Policy is to increase economic interdependence between countries in the world without any major barriers in investment, acquirement, ownerships etc. The market oriented economic reform programme leads to the process of globalization. In the NER, there is a still restriction between the States in mobility of human being, goods and services, through the restrictions of IPL/RAP etc. and other governmental restrictions on possession of land entrepreneurship and business permit. The provision of basic infrastructure like road, rail, power, market etc. is also not available in the region. We find over 40 per cent of rural population in the region under BPL. The growth rate of States is mostly inconsistent between 3-9 per cent during this period of economic reform. In a recent work of K. Sengupta, we find that HDI for the NER is hovering at 0.431 compared to national average of 0.59. Therefore, the States of this area must open their border both between States and the countries. The border trade with neighbouring Bhutan, China, Myanmar and Bangladesh along with East Asian Countries is a must for globalization of the economy. The look up to East Asian countries is needed for globalisation of North East Economy. The Look East Policy is required to be implemented within a fixed time frame. The insurgency and unrest in NER can be solved through employment generation and this can be achieved by increase in investment from across the borders and within the nation. There is a need for investment in infrastructure of NER such that more border trade can be opened with Bhutan, China, Myanmar and Bangladesh. This will make NER as a part of global village and help in changing the living standard of the people of NER.
Recently, Hu Jintao, Chinese President visited our country. He told a delegation of left leaders to adopt a "more pragmatic and positive approach" to developing India"s economy and creating infrastructure. He invited Indian leaders to visit China to assess the world"s fastest growing major economy. In his view, globalization provides scope for economic prosperity.
But great expectation from the visit of Chinese President in North East ended in great disappointment, as there was no marked progress in the opening of the Stillwell Road for trade between India and China. The border row over Arunachal Pradesh before his visit created such a bad impression that there were no border talks in this region. The only hope for a vibrant trade route to South East Asia therefore lies through Manipur. The Tamu -Moreh route is required to be revitalized so that the Free Trade Treaty with the ASEAN countries can be realized in near future. The peace process with ULFA in Assam has to be successful for development of this region. There must be the end of insurgency in NER to make it investment friendly.
XII.
Scope For Further Study-
On the basis of the study in the preceding analysis, the findings, suggestions and conclusion have been drawn and a number of suggestion and recommendation have been offered so that the sustainable development will be able to overcome the problems/difficulties on the part of overall development for economy and it helps in achieving the roles and objectives for the national look east policy. Since the research study is limited to only Manipur state, it needs further study for overalldevelopment of Border Trade through India"s Look East Policy.
